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QUARTET ENTRIES
MUST BE IN
BY MARCH 6

NUMBER TWENTY-ONE

SURVEY OF COLLEGES
BY PROFESSOR FURBAY
REVEALS UNIQUE FACTS

MARCH 8 IS KNOWN AS
TAYLOR DAY THRU-OUT
THIS SECTION OF STATE

SOANGETAHAS WIN
INTERGLUB CLASH
AND GAIN BANNER

QUESTION AIRE DATA BELOW
IS PART OF WORK BEING
DONE ON DOCTOR'S THESIS

Pulpits of Muncie Protestant
Churches To Be Filled
By Taylor Talent

BLUE AND ORANGE TRIUMPH
FOR FIRST TIME IN THREE YRS.

The results of Professor Furbay's
recent study of the "student person
nel" are tabulated. The study is in
the form of a questionaire and is
connected with the work for has doc
tor's degree.
The quesbiionadre is very elaborate,
containing one hundred two main
questions with more than -two hundred
subordinate questions. All are of in
tense interest. Those following will
acquaint one with the present student
body at Taylor.
Two hundred nine gave the occupa
tion of their parents. Of these there
are: farmers, 79; ministers, 34; mer
chants, 10; laborers, 10; mechanics, 8;
and teachers, 7.
For choosing Taylor as their Alma
Mater these reasons were given: be
cause of the Christian spirit 152 came
here; 57 because of moderate costs;
47 because of the influence of friends;
and, 44 were seeking the courses of
study offered at Taylor.
Two hundred twenty students indi
cated their life work. Fifty-nine are
entering the ministry, 58 aim to teach,
16 plan to enter the mission field, 13
are majoring in music and 12 are tak
ing pre-medical course.
Besides this information it was
learned that only 42 out of 157 stu
dents take any kind of physical exer
cises in their rooms during the day.
Dr. Saucier may be of profit to the
students by giving a health talk sim
ilar to the one he gave two years ago.

Members of the faculty and stu
dents of the music and speech depart
ments are to undertake an advertising
scheme to bring T. U. talent before
two of our neighboring cities, Muncie
and Anderson.
March 8, Doctor Paul, Professors
Pogue, Furbay, Greer, and Fenstermacher, with a group of students are
to put on programs in the various
churches, both morning and evening.
The T. U. group will be composed of
the Men's and Women's Glee Clubs,
the Small Orchestra, pianists, organ
ist's, singers, readers, and quartets.
In the afternoon a T. U. program will
be broadcast from the First Baptist
Church over Station WLBC.
April 12, Conference Sunday, this
same group of professors will fill the
pulpits of five Methodist churches in
Anderson whose pastors will necessar
ily be absent. In ,the afternoon a pro
gram will be given in the Y. M. C. A.
gym, and a similar program will be
broadcast from Reverend John Rose's
church.
Mr. M. H. Stephens is planning this
campaign with the idea of getting an
appreciation of T. U. talent before
the citizens of these two oitdes.

Dorothy Kenyon

Voted, By Students As
Most Representative
Of Taylor Standards
"I am not ashamed of the Gospel
of Christ: for it is the power of God
unto salvation to every one that believeth." Romans 1:16.
Miss Dorothy Kenyon, Junior, is
heralded as the "mosit representative
young woman of Taylor standards and
ideals." Miss Kenyon is qudite active
as a Gospel Team worker. She is a
member of the Philalethean Literary
Society and of the Soangetaha De
bating Club.

Voted By Students As
Most Representative
Of Taylor Standards
"For the word of the Cross is to
them that perish foolishness; but un
to us who are saved it is the power
of God." I Corinthians 1:18.

Hazen Sparks, student pastor at
Blountsville, and a member of this
year's Senior Class, is recognized by
ithe student body as the "most repre
The above laurels were bestowed
sentative young man of Taylor stand
upon Miiss Kenyon by the votes of the SCHOOL HAS WEEKLY RADIO
ards and ideals."
HOUR
DURING
SPRING
TERM
students in the recent "Who's Who"
Ralph Dodge, Senior, rated as sec
Contest, sponsored by the Senior Echo
Yes, really! Beginning March 19
Staff.
ond
in the contest. Both of these men
for thirteen weeks Taylor University
are
active
in athletics and in Gospel
Miss Marian Derby, Senior, received will broadcast from 9:00 to 9:30 ev
the second largest number of votes. ery Thursday evening over WLBC, Team work. Dodge is a Phiilo and a
Muncie, Indiana, and March 5 from Eureka. Sparks is a Thalo and a Eu7:00 to 8:30 P.M. over WJAK, Mar log.
ion, Indiana.
Hours are being arranged at WO WO
Fort Wayne, Indiana, WSPD, Toledo,
Ohio, and WKDF, Indianapolis, Ind.
Tell your friends to "tune in."

Wayne County Men's
Chorus To Sing Here
During Chapel Sunday

T. U. Organ Responds
To Touch of Master

Wayne County Men's Chorus will
have charge of the Sunday 3 o'clock
chapel hour at Taylor University,
March 8.

Open House Announced
By Proprietor of GreenHouse On May First

Hazen Sparks

Professor Charles F. Hansen, affec
tionately termed "Our Big Brother,"
by our President, thrilled his appreci
ative audience last Wednesday even
ing with his masterful playing. This
is Professor Hansen's fourth recital
at Taylor University and, if such is
possible, it even excelled the others.

The chorus is under the direction
of Mr. M. H. Garr of Cambridge City,
Indiana. Mr. Garr is well known to
the Taylor faculty and students as
the landscape gardener of Taylor's
campus.

Everyone will want to' hear Mr.
Garr draw from this chiorus the har
monies of music even as they have
seen the beauties of nature which Mr.
Now since the nice weather has Garr has produced on Taylor's campus.
come, couples will be walking out to
ward the Greenhouse. The proprietor
of this Eden-like spot is Bert Atkin
son, who has leased the Greenhouse
for a period of ten years. If Bert had
lived a few centuries ago he would
have been another Ben Hur; however,
Tuesday evening feeling ran high
he does fairly well in these less ro as the T. U. girls' debating team
mantic days.
clashed with a team from Indiana
Taylor University's Greenhouse is Central of Indianapolis, on our own
unique in that it is the only one of platform.
its kind in the world. We can safely
The question for debate was, Re
say this when we learn its ingenious solved: That collegiate social fraterni
apparatus. When Bert is confronted ties should be abolished. The affirma
with a difficulty he surmounts it by tive was upheld by the Misses Mar
inventing some mechanical device. The guerite Friel, Eunice Davis, and Mar
most striking invention is his con guerite Deyo. The negative was up
vertible heating and sterilizing sys held by the Misses Anna Miller, Ghlee
tem. By opening and closing a few Walker, and Mary Esther Kemper,
valves he can convert a hot water of Indiana Central.
system into a steam system in 10
The debate was judged by Professor
minutes.
Joseph Wagner of Hartford City.
There are 6,000 geraniums, 40,000
Professor Wagner awarded the de
cabbage plants in the green house, cision as follows: for delivery, Indiana
besides the beds of lettuce. The total Central; for presentation of itihe case
number of bedding plants is 300,000. and for adaptability, Taylor.
Students are welcome at all times.
Coming debates are: Friday night
Besides the privilege of strolling T. U. men's affirmative vs. Goshen
through the lanes of green verdure, negative, there: Saturday night, T. U.
music will be supplied to the farthest men's affirmative vs. Manchester neg
nook by four loud speakers.
ative, here, and T. U. men's negative
Bert Atkinson announces open house vs. Anderson affirmative, there; Mon
to be the first week in May. At that day night, T. U. men's negative vs.
time the Greenhouse will be at its best. Goshen affirmative, here.

Although he has performed on many |
pipe organs, we. were delighted to |
hear him call our organ his "Pet." j
Surely his "Pet" responded to his j
masterful touch in a manner which
j was unique and exceptional. The audi- j
ence was held spellbound as he cli-1
maxed his program by playing William
Tell Overture.

Taylor Girls Win
Forensic Tilt

Prof, and Mrs. Wells
Special Prayer For
To Broadcast Over
Taylor March 20
Station WJR, Detroit
Professor and Mrs. Kenneth Wells
will siing from Station WJR, Detroit,
beginning March 22 for four consec
utive Sundays at 8:30 A.M. Central
Standard Time.
They will assist John Owen, Evan
gelist in East Grand Boulevard Meth
odist Episcopal Church from March
22 to April 3. The following Sunday,
April 5, Professor and Mrs. Wells
begin a two weeks series of service
at the Detroit Holiness Tabernacle
with Reverend Sath C. Rees, evangel
ist.

Due to final examinations, and
Spring Vacation, the next edi
tion of the Echo will appear on
March 25.
—Editor.

If you are interested in Taylor Uni
versity and have not been receiving the
Taylor University Bulletin, we advise
you to write Dr. Paul, the President
of Taylor, at once. To receive the
Taylor Bulletin assures you of the last
minute news coming from our press.
In the March issue of the Bulletin
Dr. Paul announces March 20 as
"Taylor's Day of Humiliation, Prayer,
and Thanksgiving." It is requested
that "every patron, former patron,
alumnus, official and contributor" join
the faculty and student body in prayer
on this day.
In spite o'f the financial crisis which
has been sweeping the country, Taylor
has kept her faith and is Looking for
ward ,to glorious progress in future
years, always adorning her time hon
ored standards as "the college that
cares for the soul" and cherishing her
watchword of "Holiness Unto The
Lord."

The Soangatahas strove mightily—
and succeeded last Saturday night in
wresting the Championship Banner
from the Mnankas for the first time
in three years.
Speirs Hall witnessed the fate of
the Soviet government when the
Mnankas and Soangetahas clashed in
their annual .inter-club debate on the
question, Resolved: That the United
States should recognize the present
government of Russia. The affirma
tive was upheld by the "strong-heart
ed maidens"—Beatrice Tennanit, Gla
dys Williamson, and Ellen Smith.
Three "weavers of knowledge"—Olive
Maude Himelick, Jean Van Hyning,
and Mary Rice—supported the nega
tive.
According to the critic judge, Mrs.
O. Frances Reist of Marion College,
both teams gave very strong construc
tive arguments, and there was little
difference im the strength. However,
she gave her decision to the affirma
tive on the fact that there was no
clash of points. It .i:s ever the privil
ege of the affirmative to lay down
the plan of procedure, ito define the
terms; and it is likewise the duty of
the negative to go wherever the affirm
ative leads them.
Wiser people left the room after
the debate. The audience, moist of
whom did not know so much about
the Soviet government, found out
what it was all about, and the debat
ers were wiser for finding out wherein
they succeeded and wherein they
might have done better.

Taylor Prexy Is
Popular Speaker
Dr. John Paul among his numerous
activities of the week-end, addressed,
Sunday, March 1, an Epworth League
Institute representing a group of"
churches of Corydon, Indiana. His
subject, ever unique, was, "Heaven's
Employment Bureau."
At a Methodist Church in Marion,
Thursday, February 26, in keeping
with the program for Church Educa
tion Week, Dr. Paul delivered a de
votional lecture.

Last
News
Dr. A. L. Shute taught his classes
Tuesday after several weeks' illness.
Professor C. O. Bush has accepted
a pastorate at Jefferson Chapel.
Louise Jackson, a former student,
was on the campus Tuesday.
A surprise birthday party on Mr.
Bishop was held Monday night at his
home.
Pauline Powell was taken to Hart
ford City Hospital Tuesday night to
undergo an operation.
Senior "Backward" St. Patrick's
Party tonight. The entire conventional
order of dress and walk will be re
versed.
The Taylor University Mixed Quar
tette accompanied Professor Kenneth
Wells to Huntington Tuesday night
and sang in revival services there.
T. U. Girls' Negative Team lost to
Indiana Central Tuesday night. The
decision was given by three local
judges chosen out of the audience just
before the encounter.
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Professor and Mrs. J. H. Furbay
WHAT IS A GENTLEMAN?

There is an innajte desire in every
Published weekly by the Taylor University Echo Co., students of Taylor well-bred youth to be a true gentleman.
University, Upland, Indiana.
Christian character, lofty ideals, and
nohle
goals find no conflict with real
Entered as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at the Upland post
gentlemanliness; however, they do not
office, at Upland, Indiana, under act of March 3, 1879.
presuppose this quality—as much as
Subscription Price, $1.75 per annum (thirty-three or more issues); by
they are enhanced if it is present.
mail, $2.00 per annum, in United States or foreign countries.
How many of us makes a really
honest effort to make himself a gen
HERBERT HOOVER'S ADMINISTRATION DOWN TO DATE tleman? What qualities are neces
sary for this title?
The 31st President of the United States today has reached the
half way mark in his first quadrennium. There is much difference Richard Steele, I recall, relates an
of opinion as to whether he has gained or lost in his popularity or incident when he fell in with a com
vote getting power. We think it is the general view of the moral pany of young ladies ait their after
leaders of the nation, however, that Mr. Hoover's influence has noon tea table. They were discussing
their ideas of a fine gentleman; and
steadily grown.
In Congress the President has encountered more than the their discussion was totally in terms
average amount of disagreement and obstruction to his policies. of "nimble heels," "fringed gloves"
This is particularly so in the Senate; and in the case of the recent and other external ornaments such as
Veterans' bonus payment his leadership has been ignored by the a "smooth complexion."
We would all agree that some of
House.
People on the side lines have observed that the country at the finest gentlemen we have ever
large has generally been with the President more than with Con known were not so because of ex
gress in their disagreements, and it is probable that Mr. Hoover's ternal dress or appearance. In fact,
even external ACTS alone do not make
policies usually have been wiser and best for the country.
One of the greatest public services Mr. Hoover has rendered a gentleman. These courteous acts
has been in his efforts to offset the effect of the world wide financial must flow from a sensitive SOUL of
panic and to soften the tragic results of drouth and unemploy fine quality. A person is not a gen
tleman because he rises from his seat
ment with which this country began to be afflicted in 1930.
President Hoover has stimulated law enforcement. While en when addressing a lady or older man;
forcement conditions are far from ideal, there is admittedly a neither is he a barbarian because he
vast improvement over conditions as Mr. Hoover found them. He eats as though nourishment were the
has tackled every problem and every public question intelligently, chief end of eating. He does what he
and through his commissions he has amassed more knowledge and does because of what he is; and to
made a better analysis of conditions in the United States than act like a gentleman, one must first
were ever before assembled in our history. Mr. Hoover is just now cultivate a tender, thoughtful and
ready to do his most effective work as President of the United benevolent soul. This soul of a gentle
States, and he needs and deserves the constructive cooperation of man may be partially natural endow
ment; but usually is developed by one's
citizens regardless of their party affiliations.
He is a target of the evil forces and his firm and stubborn own self by constant application.
stand for his convictions has subjected him to many unreasonable It is almost a definition of a gentle
attacks from small politicians but he has weathered all the storms man to say that he is "one who never
in a most creditable manner.
inflicts pain," says John Henry New
Not the least of the achievements of the Hoover Administra man, the fine-souled English Essayist.
tion have been the developments in a better international under He carefully avoids whatever may

standing. He has served us well in arbitrating the question of
naval and armament reduction and in encouraging the negotia
tions for peace and good will throughout the world.
— JOHN PAUL, President of Taylor University.

MEANT
AND

COMMENT
A list of ferity.questions was offered
to 53 college professors at Columbia
University, by the school paper, the
Spectator. Of this number, only 10.
professors would take the exam, 43
refusing to have anything to do with
lit. The questions were of general in
terest and prepared by an engineer
and a lawyer. Of the ten that did
take the test, only four handed in com
plete answers and the highest grade
was 55.1 per cent.

cause a jar or jolt of his associates.
He is interested in the happiness of
all, and yields his own pleasure for
theirs. He is not prejudiced, suspic
ious, critical, or intolerant. He is cord
ial to the bashful, kind to the distant,
and merciful towards the intelligent.
A gentleman avoids topics which ir
ritate. He makes light of favors when
he gives them. He has no ears for
gossip or slander. He has too much
tolerance to be affronted at insults;
and he is too busy to remember injur
ies or to retain malice. He seldom
speaks of himself.
Is it not worthwhile to cultivate
this wholesome, sensitive, tolerant
spirit? Is it not better to see good
in our fellow men, and to encourage
it, than to see ill, and to criticize or
ridicule with an intolerant, thought
less spirit which hurts both ourselves
and others ? True gentlemen are rare.
Why? Because effort is required in
becoming one. Let's put forth the
effort.
—J. H. Furbay.
"MRS. PROF." SPEAKS

The following are ithe tabulated re
sults of the Who's Who Contest:
Most popular young woman:
Tie for first: Derby and Fox.
Most popular young man:
Hoover; 2nd, tie—Sparks and Rhine.
Most studious young woman:
McDonald; 2nd, Young.
Most studious young man:
Rood; 2nd, Boughton.
Miost sociable young woman:
McGill; 2nd, Wolfe.
Most sociable young man:
Rhine; 2nd, Stuart.
Wittiest young woman:
L. Fox; 2nd, Friel.
Wittiest young man:
Rhine; 2nd, Russell.

Joiliest young woman:
Along with the editor's request that
W. Annand; 2nd, tie—Wolf, Witner.
the Senior sponsor write an article
for their edition o'f the "Echo" contest Joiliest young man:
Hoover; 2nd, Rhine.
came his "And of course, you too,
Mrs. Furbay, will write something. Most ambitious young woman:
Pugh; 2nd, Olson.
We are putting your picture in the
paper."
Most ambitious young man:
"Our picture!" I exclaimed.
M. Stuart; 2nd, MacKenzie.
"Yes," he continued calmly, "the Best young woman athlete:
one I found on Professor Furbay's
Derby; 2nd, Wolfe.
desk. I took it while he was gone."
Best young man athlete:
Horrors! Our passport photograph!
Skelton; 2nd, Howard.
They are always rather sickly look
ing—hypothetical in that sense—pre Most collegiate young woman:
M. Kleinefeld; 2nd, tie—Fox, Ocksupposing a more nauseous facial ex
enga.
pression consequent to' an ocean voy
Most collegiate yioung man:
age.
Henderson; 2nd, Mathews.
"But why should MY picture be in
the Echo?" I gasped.
Most Ideal S. P. couple:
"Why, you are our spons-oress," he
"Bud" Boyle and Angie Ockenga;
explained.
2nd, Mathias and Williamson.
I implored him to recall the picture Most representative young woman of
but he firmly
informed me that it Taylor standards and ideals:
was too late.
Dorothy Kenyon; 2nd, Derby.
Hence this apology.
Most representative young man of
Sponsoress! What lis one! What is
Taylor standards and ideals:
her duty—her purpose?
Sparks; 2nd, Dodge.
I fled to Webster for encourage
ment but was left as perplexed as
before. He does not take cognizance
of any such person >or office. So, since j
there exists no such thing as a sponNpvpr mind what ^
soress I feel that I am well qualified ^ spring Qn Tay]|(>r campus

Spring Feverishness

for its duties.
now_ Anyone might guess it from the
Whatever the responsibilities inci-! robins and the sunshine, but there's
dental to this newly created title, they plenty of other evidence. For instance,
have been compensated for by the let me mention a few things that hapfriendship of the class of '31. A spon- i pened last Saturday,
soress is about as necessary to a class , The urge for spring housecleaning
as a life-belt is to a Whale, yet, I m seized Lois King and ishe started to
glad I am one—I mean a sponsoress. wash her windows. Was it some other
—Elizabeth Jane Furbay. kind of spring fever that made her
fall ? Anyway, her iscream as she
twisted her knee scared all the girls
how we learned
2. Just how much of the material j °£oSuet°0ild floor—that's
that you teach is true and really practieal ?
And the new sport season is on.
am'
The Columbia paper reports that
Hreem played the first
while taking the tests the professors ! ®ame
tennis, but they had to roll
were nervous and fidgety and d-is- -_e court firs,t.
Helen Gilmore and
played many signs of discomfort.
. ar-'e K einefeld played jacks; roller
The paper further states that the skating came to the fore with a large
professors tend to bluff, just as the number of athletes practicing it; and
students do. In answering the question, you probably noticed thia crowd toss
"Name three compositions of Brahms," ing a ball around just before lunch,
the answer was given as "The first, or just afterward.
We give the prize, however, to the
second and third sonatas."
Another question: "What is Chro-1 fl°lks who W6nt diking. Ken Griswold
muum?" was answered as follows: and Bud Coldiron had the spring fever
"Well, chromium is just chromium." so bad that they went down town bare
foot. I wish I had seen that, but I also
It seems that the whole idea is
.,
,
, u,
,
wish I had seen Marg Wolf and Grace
quite novel and although
we are not
„„ <.1, •
urace
v
.
„
Hedley on their hike, especially while
J;
recommending such a thing for our
they were searching for -sheep ticks.
local campus, it would be quite .novel a^„
,
:
the
and nice to see the following on the i
f ^
°f
bulletin board:
sheep to say nothing of holding it,
they didn't find any ticks at all. That
All students will be dismissed to- must have been discouraging. Besides
morrow as the professors are having that, they even caught a chicken and
their
mid-semester
examinations, looked for lice on it. I can't say wheC1asses will be resumed Monday pro- ther they found any, but it must have
viding the majority of the professors been interesting, all in the bright
make their marks and don't flunk out spring weather.
of school."
By
—
T
—John Rood.

PAST, PRESENT. AND FUTURE
—of—
TAYLOR STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS
Desire
By whom
The chance to flunk a subject—just once
John Rood
A new supply of razors
Bob Eaker
A friend who won't keep him waiting
__
Don Rose
No more of those daily History tests
_ __ Kenneth Hoover
A new boy friend
Helen Heaton
v
A new chuckle
_________
Nathan Tyler
A new method of stopping his girl friend in the hall ____
Si Hammer
There is a very good excuse offered
More dates
Madeline Wells as to' why (the grades were so low on
A health builder machine
Mary Poling these tests—the questions were too
A pair of stilts
1
"Smitty" hard. We wonder how many profs
Bigger and better desks
v_:
Copper wrote TIME across ithe last page of
A sign for that red coat: "Don't shoot! It's human."
Marvin Stuart the Blue-Book and. them went back
A correspondence course on how to overcome blushing
MacKenzie and started 'answering the questions.
An uninterrupted nap in Psychology
Bay Norton The word TIME at the end of the
An exemption in English
•
Bill Breen books is sure ho melt the heart of the
A dictionary
A.
person wiho is correcting it. There
A loud speaker
Dr_ Evans
should be a handbook issued on "Psy
Noiseless radiators and workable ventilators
Dr. Shute chological tricks to be used during
Some sleeping powders
All monitors tests."
A light whioh won't blow the fuse
Parme Baseke
It would be a great idea to set aside
Longer periods
Miss cline
several
days of the school year for
An alarm clock
Marg Wolf
A blush is a temporary erybhems
The students of the Art Department,
A machine for preparing lessons
Jimmy Rhine exams for the professors. Imagine under the direction of Professor Cross- or colorful effulgence of the physiiAn antidote for tardiness
Broaden some of the questions that might be
nomy, -superinduced by a reaction
man, will have an exhibit of Paint
the sensorium eventuating in a p
Some help in breaking up some of these so-called love matches
asked:
ings, Pencil Paintings, and Crayon esis of the vasomotor fiilliamenibs
Miss Vandament
1. Don'it you think you have been Drawings, in the library during exam the facial capillaries, which, becom:
Ways and means to keep a boy friend
Lois King]
Ways and means to keep a girl friend
•
John Tucker giving too long assignments in the ination week. The exhibit will include I invested with hyperelastioity, pen
Ninety-nine in every subject
Mel Moorebouse courses that yo'u have been teaching ? the work of Mrs. McNeil, Misses Pow a superabundance -of haemoglobin
A shatter-proof salestalk
_____ _ Bob Annand
(This question musit be answered in) ell, Bartoo, and Kleinfeldt, and Mr. turgidify the subepidermal vesdcl
thus causing a suffused radiance
Easier comprehension tests
'
All Freshmen the affirmative.)
James Rhine.
emanate from the countenance. ]

Art Exhibits Now Ready Read This And Blush
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INKLINGS
A senior is not necessarily polished
because you can see his finish.

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN—

MORE OR LESS LITERARY
By JOHN ROOD

At any rate, no one can say prohi
bition isn't a greater success than the
The title of this column expresses
liquor that is being sold under it.
the modesty of the Senior Class. How
—Louisville Times. ever noble and sublime our poetry and
prose actually is, we prefer not to'
Study is a scheme invented by teach claim the proud title of literature,
ers to shorten the life of students.
because our spirits are so meek and
humble—besides, nobody else would
Sometimes when a man is in the concede that it is literature, anyway.
public eye, he's just a cinder.
As many senior as possible are
—Philadelphia Inquirer. represented in this more or less liter
ary column. To begin with, a commit
The days are shorter in winter be tee of four united to perpetrate the
cause cold contracts.
following verses. I am sorry to say
that this committee is .also very mod
The Literary Digest found the ma est, and they firmly refuse to let me
jority of the educators dry, thereby publish their names. Not that I mind
confirming one of the most deep-seat it a great deal, for they have thought
ed convictions of the average college fully included the names of a good
many Seniors who are thus represent
student.
—Punxsutawney Spirit. ed in the following.
Laugh and the world laughs with
you; frown and you wrinkle your nose.
The next war will be fought in the
air, say experts. Judging from our
dormitory radios it's already started.
—Judge.
In a crowd, better judgment goes
into hibernation.
—Professor Greer.
A snore is an unfavorable report
from headquarters.
Even the biggest fish began life on
a small scale.

Late hours are not good for one but
they're all right for. two.
We never learn anything new by
hearing ourselves talk.
—V. B. Ging.
You may print a kiss on a girl's
lips if you don't publish it.

TEN YEARS FROM
NOW—
Ten years from now everything I
say here will be out-of-date, "stale,"
"old stuff."
Let's see, by that time we should
have accomplished another building.
I think it will be safe ito .say that ten
years from now there will be a new li
brary building on the campus.
Ten years from now there will be
ten additions in the way of Senior
Class gifts! (That's safe, isn't ,it?)
In about that much time T. U. will
have manufactured several matches.
Also, about ten years from now the
Thalos will win—(wait; hold on, don't
get excited!)—about half of the year's
victories and the Philos will, of course,
take the other half.
Ten years from now the Freshman
class will enter the portals of college—
feeling very good about the matter.
They " will look with wonder at the
Seniors who are a species of very
"dead" people. The Seniors in turn
will look with equal wonder at said
Freshmen who seem to be a very silly,
frivolous group of "scatterbrains."
After ten years there will be stu
dents who go to Chapel and sleep or
study or catch up their correspondence
and make the mistake of thinking that
the faculty is near-sighted!

And now at last I understand
Why Skeet so likes the gym,
And Dale, who once with runners ran,
Takes Walkers now with him;
And why, when asked his favorite gem
Alex a Ruby chose,
While Mary and Helen both agree
They Like ito see a Rose.
And 'neath the moon again I see
Why Ardath wears her smile,
And Estal walks around on air
And looks for letters all the while,
And why the Longs and Zo'oks com
bined
A corporation made,
Why Knight should know what Dor
othy's worth,
Why Helen Breckbill stayed.

To Florence Hazelton the Literary
Editor is exceedingly grateful. She
wrote ait least ten sets of verses be
fore she found one that she was will
ing to have printed. Surely labor, loy
alty, and perseverance like that de
serves liberal praise.
Taylor
Why did we come to Taylor,
This college so far from our home,
And why have we grown to love her
And call dear old Taylor our own?
Why did we come here? We answer,
We came, for it challenged our best!
To care for the Soul its motto;
We wanted to give it a test.

That first new student reception
Drove all our "bluesitis" away;
The moon has queer effects we see; Although we proved very verdant
Senior Riddles
"Always, in the moonlight
It makes some want to cry;
We were still permitted to stay.
It makes Louise watch for the mail
I wanta hold somebody's hand;
And wish for days gone by.
Always, in the moonlight
Oh, we're glad we came to Taylor!
For Bryan, Breaden, Deyo, too,
I think I understand
Yes, we love her walks and her halls;
The story is older now,
Why all the little birds-es
We love every dear old classroom
And all the little bees-es
But out beneath the moon again
And the sorrows and joys it recalls.
Always go in twos-es
I'm sure they'd still know how.
And never go in threes-es."
We'd like to give our faculty
You are all familiar with Esther The tribute we feel that is due
Beneath a wide ,romantic moon
Draper's efficiency as a librarian, but For sacrifice and devotion
how many of you knew that she could To steadfastness of purpose true.
With someone very near,
write such simple appealing poetry as
Senior conundrums seem in vain,
this?
And riddles all are clear—
We soon shall join her alumni;
Why Smitty's favorite song is known
The Brook
We'll leave with a prayer in our heart
As "Maryland, my Maryland,"
"Why hurry, little brook,
That God will bless her and keep her,
Why George should see life by the
And sing along your way ?
The same blessing to others impart.
Are you from Fairy Nook
Peck
—Florence Hazelton
Or pools where minnows play?
I now quite understand.

A love game is never called off on
iccount of darkness.
And in the moonlight, too,
It is so very plain
The question is not whether man Why Yooney's taste prefers a Dodge
descended from the monkey, but when To a swell big aeroplane.
is he going to quit descending.
It is no longer strange to me
—Louisville Times. That Cameron is partaker
In quest of Faith, or that Derb thinks
Experience is the pay a man gets The beat trade is the Baker.
for making a fool of himself.
And now I think I understand
The piano, it is announced, is now Why Doug, unstudious guy,
fighting for its life in the American Yet wants a graduate degree,
home. And one we heard the other A Masters, by and by;
day was taking a terrible beating.
Why John and Fleuzzie proved to us
—New York Evening Post. That one plus one makes one;
Why Sparky wooed the Queen of Bees,
Misfortune is the filter that separ And it is said he won.
ates the true friends from the coun
terfeit.
Invest in a smile—it pays big divi
dends.
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"You learned the song of thanks
From birds above so high?
Were flowers o'n your banks
As you came dashing by?"

A Hymn of Praise
Let us praise the Lord,
And give thanks to Him
For his blessed Word,
And promise therein.

"I come from springs so clear
And trickle down the hill
To sing my song of cheer
Beside the rushes still.

"I'll never leave thee
Nor forsake thee here.
If you'll follow me,
Your path will be clear."

"Beneath the shady trees
I loiter on my way
To catch the summer breeze
Or watch the asters sway.

Let
For
For
For

"I race by roads so brown
That follow me until
I reach the little town
And rush into the mill."
-E. Draper.
Did you ever notice how incredibly
angelic some girls look when they sit
Honesty
in the choir in Sunday afternoon chap
I want no adventure
el? Imagine, then, how much differ
ent they must seem to' some close
Unless I can nerve it;
friend who is well acquainted with
I want no attainment
their more ordinary appearance. Out
Unless I deserve it;
I want no' position
of sentimental sympathy for such
Unless I can serve it.
close friends—Fred Vincent or Tracy
Martindale might be mentioned among
If I be a mole-hill,
the Seniors—I present to you this
Call me no mountain;
verse
Or if a small pool,
To A Girl in the Choir
You sit there fair, a cold, unapproach
Call me no fountain.
able angel,
Give me no honor
Divine and devout, or a blonde,
breath-taking saint;
Unless I can bear it;
And I must adore you, being a wor- j
I want to gain nothing
Except by my merit.
shipful mortal,
But, being a mortal, I must make
—Warren Arial.
complaint:
I pray you to smile and be human and Don't worry if your job is small,
come down from Heaven
And your rewards are few;
Before my worship of angels grows Remember that the mighty oak
Was once a nut like you.
weary and faint.
—John Rood.
—Illinois Medical Journal.

BONES

About ten years from now the stu
dents will be enjoying the swimming
pool in the basement of the Maytag
gym.
By that time girls' dresses will be
Inspired by the stately "Charley,"
shorter; will have been longer, short
the human skeleton now in the Biology
er, longer, and shorter again.
Laboratory, two biological proteges
In ten years the Indiana winds will set forth to add to' the collection of
not have abated, and out-of-state stu specimens for the science department.
dents will still talk about "the way Through the ramblings of Mr. Albert
we do things at home!"
Mathias, a skeleton of a horse was
Oh yes, and in closing, let me add— located in the jungles west of the col
in ten years Dr. Ayres will have lege and along with George Lee, an
grown perceptibly no older, and will other lover of bones, he set about to
salvage the well preserved skeleton.
still be indispensible.
A few weeks ago the two very care
—"Yooney." fully lifted the bones from their posi
tion in a small ditch and labeled each
"You can't insult a flapper by tell one with indelible ink. The vertebrae
were strung on a piece of wire and
ing her that she hasn't a thimbleful
along with the other accessories they
of brains. She doesn't know what a were placed in sacks and then brought
thimble is."
carefully to the college.

us thank our God
temporal wealth,
clothing and food,
friends and good health.

We thank thee, oh, God,
For plentiful rain,
That waters the sod
And springs that complain.
We thank Thee for trees,
That shelter from heat
Of summer, and freeze
Of winter When winds beat.
We thank Thee for light
From the sun by day,
And the moon by night,
That lightens our way,
And helps us see clear
The way we should take,
And gives us the cheer
Happy our lives to make.
Thanks for Thy creatures
That live with us here,
For birds and flowers,
To everyone dear.

IF
T. U. men would tip their hats when
the meet a lady?
IF
the squeak were taken out of the
chapel stairs?
IF
Talmadge Chilson would date steady?
IF
Professor Greer believed in "Hoo's
Hoo" contests?
IF
Dean Saucier remembered all his
classes ?
IF
the fellows couldn't tag their girl
friends out of the library?
IF
Louise Fox got a new line?
IF
Spaude cultivated a "brussel sprouts"
on his upper lip?
IF
the Orange Lantern went out of busi
ness?
IF
the Juniors would learn what "clever"
really means?
IF
the fire-escape were electrified?
IF
there were as much enthusiasm about
the intercollegiate debates as the
basketball games?
IF
the Freshman girls attended Sunday
school ?
IF
Darwin Bryan couldn't twirl his hair?
IF
Jimmie Rhine forgot his jokes?
IF
the Seniors attended Chapel?
IF
third floor Wisconsin were expelled?
IF
"the Three Hicks" reformed?
IF
Ralph and Eunice broke up?
IF
Bob Annand lost some of his avoir
dupois?
IF
Professor Fenstermacher wore a wig?
IF
Cleo lost his skill in basketball?
IF
we would live what we profess?
IF
we would really believe God?
IF
we would talk less and pray more ?
IF
we would practice what we preach?
IF
Doctor Ayres ever heard the 12:25
bell?
IF
every professor gave as long lessons
as Professor Cline ?
IF
Mrs. Jones reached her classes on
time?
IF
no one studied during Chapel ?
IF
faculty and students knew the Taylor
hymn?
IF
no one "crabbed" over the food served
in the dining hall?

"I'm Only A Senior"
But I Believe That:

Over one-half of Taylor studen
We give thanks to Thee,
abuse their bodies by eating too fas
Oh, Lord, King of All.
The food served in Taylor's dinir
In return may we
hall is better than that served in tl
average college.
Serve Thee, and follow Thy calj.
There should be more formal, sooi
—E. Draper.
functions on our campus.
The Student Council should hai
Soon the bones will be thoroughly charge of most of these social fun
cleaned and mounting will begin. They tions.
are to be mounted in their correct po
sition and will be hinged in order to
show the movements of each joint.
The finished product will be placed in
the museum and will be used for ref
erence work in the comparative anat
omy course which will be given next
year by Professor Furbay.
Your friends will be asking many
questions about Taylor this summer.
The following statistics will be help
ful. The total enrollment in the col
lege of liberal arts—fall term, was
285. Average tuition fee per student,
$42.12. Average tuition paid per hour,
$2.87. Average cost at Taylor for year,
$210.50 more than paid by each stu
dent.
Lost: An umbrella by a gentleman
with an ivory head.

The students and faculty should ha\
an informal "get-together" bi-mo'nthl
One hour exercise a day should 1
required of all the faculty and studei
body who are physically able.
The teachers should have more pr
vate conferences with the students
The number of organizations <
Taylor should be reduced.
Grades should not hinder one fro
using the gymnasium a limited tin
during study hours.
A Taylor University graduate maki
one of the best citizens.
The majority of Taylor studen
are spiritually minded and are e;
deavoring to live Christian lives.
Taylor University will succeed :
her financial struggles and will be oi
of the great universities of our corn
try in the next century.
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President of the
Senior Class

I May Be Wrong But:

Donnis: Why is a modern girl like
The boy who used to hand teacher
a bungalow ?
an apple now has a son who hands
Dennis: Because she is painted in her the applesauce.
front, shingled behind and no upper
story.
Henderson: MacKenzie told me a
story this morning.
John Kjolseth: How is it my wife
Doug.: Illustrated with cuts, I sup
knows so much about parliamentary pose.
law?
Dr. Howard: Nothing strange about
Dick Terry: Do you neck?
that. Has she not been the speaker of
J. Hayden: That's my business.
the house ever since you married her ?
Dick: Aha, a professional!

I think the Taylor Spirit is of a
minus quantity. As evidenced by the
basketball games we do have "So
ciety Spirit," so why can't we have
this same enthusiasm given over to
Taylor ?
Perhaps if we had intercollegiate
"My heart is with the ocean,'" cried
athletics, we would find this spirit
the poet rapturously.
"You've gone me one better," said lurking around somewhere and it
his seasick friend, as he took a firmer would "pop" into being. But as long
as we don't have this phase of ath
grasp on the rail.
letics, let's find that lurking spirit
anyway.
Moorehouse says: A Freshman
We all know that Taylor is the
knows nothing about everything, but
Senior knows everything about be,stT sc,h°o1 there is> 30 le,t's Proclaim
.1 • . ..
i it! Lets
P-O!
Let's talk
talk Tavlor
Taylor WHERPVPR
wherever WP
we go!
nothing.
Let's do our part in helping to reach
that goal of 500 students. Here's for
Stuart: I'll have apple pie for des-, a bjgger an(J better
Taylor Spirit"!
sert.
—Mary Rice.
M. Bourquard: All out!
M. Stuart: Well then, give me the
I suggest that we learn the Taylor
raspberry.
_
, _
. ,
songs. When we sing them in chapel
Bourquard: Sorry sir, but J,m does j lhave nQtked ^
sevent fiye
not allow us to be offensive to guests.j

Helen Gilmore: Do bachelors know
Some echoes from mid-terms—
anything about women ?
probably the result of bluffing:
Griswold: Absolutely. That is why
Common names are abstract and
they are bachelors.
cement.
Solomon was fond of animals be- j
Vosberg: What did your girl say cause he had 300 porcupines.
when you said, "Let's get married."
first half of the year this fault can
A papal bull is a male cow belonging1
"Pretty soft," said Bill Breen, .as be excused among the Freshmen, but
H. Griffiths: She said: "All right, to the Pope.
WHAT PRICE SENIORITY
but who can you marry?"
Rhubarb is a kind of celery gone he scratched his head.
now—well, I say for better spirit, let's
learn them by heart.
bloodshot.
Whenever you think that you are
Many ships used Calcutta as a coal
Esther M.: Look in my face.
—B. Bartoo.
"Whew! Well after three years of busy, think of the giraffe up to his ing station, hence the term "Black
Doug: Yea, and spoil a perfectly
it, here we are—Seniors! Just think, ears in work.
good day.
To improve the "Taylor Spirit" of
hole of Calcutta."
nothing to do now but sit around and
Christian fellowship and brotherhood
be Seniors—my what a 'grand and
Dr. Ayres: What is your idea of
we can all remember that our room
L. Griffith: I'm a self-made mam.
A nut at the wheel,
glorious feeling.' S. P.'s, sure thing, Utopia?
mates and neighbors may have their
N. Tyler: Yeah? A go'od example
A peach at his right,
that means Senior Privileges now—
M. Boyle: A co-ed cojlege without of what a mistake it is to hire cheap
own senses of Christian duty which
A sharp turn ahead,
here, what was that you said? Senior two deans.
labor.
may have as much right to existence
Fruit Salad—Good Night!
responsibilities ? H'mm. Senior respon
as our own views.
sibilities—that has almost an omin
Such differences of view are only
ous sound. Let's send a stimulus metal, each side of which is one inch j
I am 5 feet 10 inches tall and weigh the natural result of our various nasearching for a response about this long, would furnish sufficient wire to
85 pounds. In the 'last week I have tionally sectional faiths and beliefs
responsibility business. Guess maybe girdle the earth more than five times
gained 23 grams. Please tell me at | and our individual trainings from
that's right. The Dean seems to hold at the equator.
once what I can do to remove this childhood.
us responsible, says we've been here
terrible surplus weight.
Be not so narrow as to try to change
Census statistics of 1930 reveal that
long enough now to know better. That
—F. Kjolseth. neighbors' views to coincide with ours,
amounts to' a tacit assumption that, there are 39 people to every square j
dogmatically.
Ans.: Before each meal eat three j
_—
since we are Seniors, we ought to set mile in the United States. Hard times |
Hershey
bars,
abstain
from
any
green
rank Simons.
statistics
might
reveal
that
there
are
an example. Come to ponder it, I
vegetables
or
fruiit.
Use
real
butter
,
...
,
M
T
guess the Dean is right. To set an that many per square meal, some
, r, • , .
No, Im
not disappointed with the
for
every
meal.
Drink
two
quarts
of
pv,;i„
t
>„,
,
,
r,u-,
j
,
places,
too.
=
T
example. That's a big responsibility,
, .
...
,
. Philos! Im a loyal Philo and proud of
cream before retiring. If this does not if.
• •
,
not qualified to any specific thing,
, .
,• .
,,
,
,
you rejoice that you are a Thalo!
bring
immediate
results,
order
chocopt,
,
mi,
i
.
,
»
m
,
;iA
Science
has
discovered
a
new
fluid,
either.. Certainly gives us plenty of
. ,
,
... „ .. '
. , o Ph!l° and Thalo before Taylor. Taylate cake with frosting from 1 to 2 Lor
,
. *
room for effort. That would take in which is supposed to' recharge all
. ,
.
,
spirit cannot thrive when it is
inches in thickness with roast chicken „rtWf;rillonTT , , , ,
politeness, -and respect for law, order, storage batteries, taking .the place of
, i
,
,
continually choked by society spirit,
and diet on ithiis at least once a day. lhe ±act. ,,,
. _ , „
and the fitness of things, yes, I guess the common service station charging.
that we Plck eight of our
„
, „
„
V
For extreme cases one-halt 6
gallon ol ften K . - . , . ,
By DR. BEA
scholarship and sportsmanship would
, .. '
, ,
.
, ,
Pest friends from our society was
cod-liver
oil
taken
m
quart
doses
may
^
^
clearly
reyealed
in
General
Electric
Engineers
announc
be included, certainly it would mean
I am young and have quite a few
that we ought to try our best to live ed that the production of large elec gray hairs. Please tell me how I can prove effective.
"Who's Who" Contest. To have a Tay
straight, trusting, Christian lives. trical generators can be increased 25% hide them.
lor spirit we must think in terms of
—Professor Greer.
Well, I rather guess this business of by running them in an atmosphere
THE
MOUTH
Taylor.
Maybe I'm wrong, but I think
Ans.: Remove one of the offenders
being a Senior is more complicated of hydrogen gas.
we need more literary societies or
prior to each meal. Best results are
than I thought. Looks as though we'll
none at all for a better Taylor spirit.
Recent statistics indicate that 28 obtained 23% minutes before present
have to' watch our steps, and be sure
The mouth is the front door of your
Ralph Dod e
ing
yourself
at
the
table.
To
remove,
face. It is the aperture ito the cold j
that we exercise our privileges to the people die every day from fire in this
country. Every two' minutes of day use a large pair of tweezers which storage room of your anatomy. Some1 1T ma ,be
full extent of our responsibilities."
• .
.
y
wrong, but I thank an allu
will in no case grasp the gray hair. mouths are the picture
of peaches
„ .
,
—H. E. Mathews. and night, a home burns somewhere
,
,
,
,
i
i
n
v.
•,
c
a
m
p
u
s
f
o
r
m
al Spring party to be
When
you
become
exasperated
-and
de
in the United States.
and cream and others look like a hole , ,,
.,
,, , ,
,
.
,
„
.
.
.
.
"
e
l
d
o
n
t
h
e
c
a
m
p
u
s
w
o
u
l
d
b
e keen.
cide the attempt is in vain, go to your chopped in a brick wall to admit a
m,
,
,
, ,
,
• ,
rp.
•
there has been but one all campus
dresser
and
use
the
stiffest
brush
you
When finished,
the new Hudson
new door or window. The mouth is , ~ •• • - '
affair this year, the "fall mixer." We
River Suspension Bridge will contain have. Cease all worrying and be thank the hotbed of toothache and the place
really need more formal and sem-imore wire in it, than the sum of the ful you aren't bald.
to keep your tongue.
| j formal affairs. How about it ?
A mouth was never made too small
"Big Bill' Thompson has been re world's seven next biggest suspension
—Jim Henderson.
I would like your help to stop an but some were made extremely large.
elected Republican candidate for may bridges.
1
aily
and
shiny
nose.
It
has
been
two
It
is
the
doorway
out
of
which
comes
or of Chicago. This would give him
. ' 3®ems as though the Taylor Spir110 National Banks failed in the weeks since I wrote to you. Please tell beautiful words of hope and courage,
the mayorship for the great World's
1 j 'i!
me
what
to
do.
—Helen
Ehrich.
and
through
which
pass
cold
custard,
c spirit of each Taylorite. Surefirst
eleven
months
of
1930.
71%
of
Fair of 1933, as well as the record
D,rst™ck the keynote of our
all Florida banks closed their doors
Ans.: There are a great many read kraut and cod liver oil. Some people
for length of this office in Chicago.
involuntarily between 1921-29.
ers like yourself, who forget to enclose sleep with their mouths adjusted for 1 Ga iP™ m ls ^exL If you do it
U
least of these my brethren,
a self-addressed, stamped cracker box kissing.
There are 27 other colleges and uni
France's gold reserve, next only to and so I musit ask you to be patient
The mouth is a baby's crowning! y°U do' it unto me-" The more we rise
versities in America with the same that of the United States, is buried and wait your turn. The best remedy glory, patriotism's fountain head and ab°VG °"r PreJudlces and dogmatisms,
school colors as Taylor—Purple and in a 2% acre vault, under 150 feet of for oily skin is an application of hard the tool chest for pie. Without it the i ' ''l,° er w?r s' bbe more we prace Prac^lca' living of Christ in
Gold.
earth and 50 feet more of solid rock. water and liquid soap when the skin politician would be a wanderer upon Ce
1 e> The closer we will
In case of war, a bank force of more first begins to assume its mirror-like the face of the earth and the dear I °Ur ev"y
E alniln8' our ideal Taylor
than
a
thousand
men
could
retire
to
appearance.
In
the
absence
of
the
acornetist
and
saxaphonist
would
go
°
Professor E. A. Milne of Oxford
tells us that "stars are like eggs the depths below and live in compar bove remedies, a slightly used hand down to unknown graves. Without it
—Florence Hazelton.
ative comfort for an indefinite period. kerchief will do as well.
married life would be a perpetual
with a yolk of denser material in the
j
summer
dream.
The
hired
man
could
center. The temperature of the center
I am very much worried about my not be called to dinner, and no one
is one hundred billion degrees and a
DONT'S FOR STUDENTS
neck. It geems to be getting bigger.1 would ask you, "How does this weathpint of the material weighs 25 tons.
Love is a good thing. But when a There is a hard, round lump just be-' er suit yob ?"
man's in love he's a cinch. When he low my chin. Please tell me what it is.
Don't burn it—it might be a text
With a method so delicate that it takes his girl out to the recital who
book.
—P. Wesche.
would reveal the presence of a single pays for the tickets? Man. Who pays
Ans.: After complete diagnosis of
COMPLICATED RELATIONS
Don't laugh at it—it might be an
grain of a chemical compound dis for the supper afterwards ? Man. They your elucidating epistle I have come
old joke.
solved in more than 700 tons of water, get engaged. Who pays for the en to the conclusion that your trouble is
Years ago I married a widow who
Don't read it—it might be an asDr. Fred Allison and E. J. Murphy, gagement ring ? Man. They get mar either exophthalmictidosis, or hyperhad a grown up daughter. My father | signment.
Alabama Polytechnic Institution, lo ried. Who pays for the wedding ring? thyroidiistism, o'r myxoedemastitis or visited us often, fell in love with my
Don't talk it—it might be in the
cated the unknown element number 87. Man. Who pays the preacher? Man. cretinilism or maybe just an Adam's step-daughter and married her. Thus
library.
And his wife gets a divorce. Who Apple. For treatment, use your neighhe became my son-in-law, and my
pays the alimony ? Man. Now when bor's telephone to make an appoint- j step-daughter became my mother, beDon't believe it—it might be a
A poet of France recently preached does the Poor Man get a show?
gx
ment with your nearest gymnastic in- cause she was my father's wife. Soon teacher.
his own funeral sermon. Anticipating
structor.
Apply
for
3
years,
one
hour
i
after
this,
my
wife
gave
birth
to'
a
death, he delivered his own funeral
What the Juniors need is fewer rules each day and then have the lump re-; son, which of course was my father's
oration and recorded it on a phono and more enforcement.
moved, brother-in-law and my uncle for he
graph record, which was played just
was the brother of my step-mother.
after the cremation.
Taylor's etiquette has suffered a
What is the cause of a red face? , My father's wife also became the
severe slump since the Friday evening Is it curable, and what is the best: mother of a son. He was of course
1 my brother, and also my grand-child
Indiana claims the youngest college specials have been discontinued.
known treatment for it ?
dean in America in the person of Les
—C. Skelto'n and J. Henderson, i for he was the son of my daughter.
A girl may love you from the bot
lie I. Steinbach, of Central Normal
Ans.: It is probable that errors in Accordingly my wife was a grandCollege, Danville, Indiana. He is 22 tom of her heart, but there is always one s table manners, inferiority com- mother, because she was my mother's
room at the top for some other boy. plexes, lack of poise, and fear of the mother. I was my wife's husband and
years of age.
fairer sex have caused your ailment.1 grand-child at one and the same time
After all, 'these collegiate fellows
Then there is the absent-minded
Platinum has been drawn out into professor who forgot that he was ab The best known treatment is to refrain ! and as the husband of a person's who dress to protect everything" but
from eating or drinking for 78 days,; grandmother is his grand-father, I j their head most likely have a nice
a wire so fine that a cube of the sent-minded.
9 hours and 16 minutes.
became my own grand-father.
sense of values.
percent
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"Blessed are they that hear the word of God, and keep it" -- Luke 11:28
An Announcement Of
Student Pastorates
And Activities

Marviin Stuart, Pastor M. E. at Mt.
Carmel, Shiideler, and Pleasant Grove.
March 1, Mt. Carmel, 10:30 a. m., "The
Recoil from Judgment." Shideler, 7:30
p. m., "From Thee Shall Come A
A mixed quartet, composed of Leota
Prince." At Pleasant Grove Luman
Miller, Marian Atkinson, Don Hat
Douglas is holding a revival.
field and Lyle Case, sang in the First
M. E. Church in Union City on Sun
day, March 1. In the morning service
they sang "Zion's Hill," "What Will
You Do With Jesus?" and Miss Miller
sang a solo "Christ Is Not A Disap
pointment" which was requested in
the Young Peoples' service in the ev
ening, as was the quartet number,
"Zion's Hill." In the Vesper Service
they sang "Marvelous Grace," "In
The Garden of My Heart," and "Ivory
Palaces." This quartet met with great
favor in their audiences Sunday, and
were forced to promise to return.
Robert Carter brought the message
in the morning. The accompanist for
ARCANA NAZARENE CHURCH the quartet was Grace Hill.

Echoes Of Week-End
Gospel Team Workers

CENTER CHAPEL
Where Rev. Sparks Preached
Until Recently
Hazen Sparks, Pastor at Blountesviille M. E. March 1, 10:30 a.m., "A
Day of Triumph," John 12:13; 7:30
p.m., Matthew 16:26; March 8, 10:30
a. m., "Nothing but Leaves," Matt.
21:18-22; 7:30 p.m., "Secret Faults,"
Psalms 19:22. (Morning services from
now until Easter will each represent
a day of the Passion week.)

Knight Worth, Pastor ait Arcana.
March 1, 10:30 a.m., Dr. Vayhinger;
2:30 p.m., Miss Cline spoke at Wo
men's Meeting; 7:30 p.m., Dr. Vay
hinger (Miss Cline sang). March 8,
Dr. Vayhinger will cease the three
weeks revival campaign; Taylor stu
dents have helped throughout these
services.

PILCHER CHAPEL
Wallace Deyo, Pastor at M. E. ait
Lincolnville, Mt. Hope, and Pilcher's
Chapel. March 1, Lincolnville 10:30
a.m., "Hard Times," Psa 119:67; Pil
cher's Chapel 7:30 p.m., "The Gospel
Ark," Gen. 7:16; March 8, Pilcher's
Chapel 10:30 a.m., Mount Hope 7:30
p. m.

NOTICE OF SERVICES
IN UPLAND CHURCHES
Friends Church:

GRANT STREET M. E.

Thursday, February 26:
This was a unique chapel service.
Dr. Paul answered questions from
the student body.
Friday, February 27:
Dr. Paul spoke from the verse, "I
am debtor both to the Greeks and
to the Barbarians; both to the wise
and to (the unwise." Rom. 1:14.
Monday, March 2:
Dr. Paul used the text this morn
ing found in I John 1:7: "If we walk
in the light ais He is in the light, then
we have fellowship one with another
and the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin."
Tuesday Chapel, March 3. Girls'
Glee Club sang three numbers; Rever
end Mr. Hendricks, pastor of Central
Ave. M. E. Church, Indianapolis, offer
ed prayer. Dr. Paul spoke.

Clubs, churches, and schools, in
various parts of the state have more
than ever before, taken advantages
of talent Taylor- has to offer in both
Music and Speech Departments.
This week (of course it would have
to be the week preceding final exams
when students are furiously anu speed
ily finishing
collateral and term pa
pers and cramming for exams) has
proved the busiest of all the term in
T. U.'s booking agency.
Sunday's performances at Muncie
are known to the student body. Mon
day night, Irene Reedeir, pianist, Grace
Hill, vocalist and violinist, assisted by
a reader, will appear in Fadrmount.
Cambridge City bias called for talent
to perform on March 29th. In re
sponse to their desire for hotih instru
mental and vooa'l music, the Depart
ment is sending the String Quartette,
and the Ladies' Quartette composed
of the Misses Miller, Masters, Groff
and Trout.

Prayer meeting Thursday evening
was led by Mr. Campion. Definite
prayer was made for missions, our
home land, Taylor's spiritual needs
The glee clubs, quartettes, soloists,
and for her financial
needs. At the instrumental and vocal, with assisting
close all joined hands in a fellowship readers have numerous engagements
circle.
throughout the remainder of the year.
Not a week will pass in which no
Miss Cline brought an inspirational musical organization will have appear
message from the life of. Zacchaeus ed in concert, in entertainments of
to Holiness League. Wallace Deyo some sort, or in churches.
The following statement has been
played the musical saw.

In the Christian Missionary Alli
ance Church in Anderson, Taylor was
well represented in the evening ser
vices on March 1, by Carol Severn,
who led the Young People's meeting,
Misses Deyo and Dennison, who sang
duets, and Mr. Derk, who preached.
"Jimmy" Rhine pfeached morning
and evening in the Avondaile U. B.
Ohurch, Munoie, March 1. Rev. Mr.
Colin Parks is the regular pastor.
Sunday evening, March 8, is going
to be Taylor night in Union Chapel,
Hartford Gity, where Elsa Olson
preaches every two weeks in both Sun
day services, having begun the first of
January and continuing another month
while the regular pastor is in Florida.
Every Taylorite is welcome to attend
the service March 8, and be prepared
to take part.

The Junior Quartet: Albert Mathias, Chester Smith, Raymond Norton
and John Tucker, was in Middle Fork,
Indiana, last week end. On Saturday
evening Tucker preached, Sunday
morning Norton preached, and Sun
day evening the quartet gave a con
cert. This quartet is also known as
the second edition of the Excelsior
Quartet.

Sunday Chapel, March 1. Mrs. Furbay played organ prelude; Robert
The Men's Ministerial Association
Annand brought the message.
was represented at the Grace M. E.
Church in Marion, Friday evening,
February 27, by Messrs. Huntington,
Garrett, and Brunner. Rev. Mr. Pow
Insure In Sure Insurance
ell, the pastor, is conducting a revival
meeting there.
Post Office Building Phone 132

Paul Insurance Ag'y

Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
Preaching Service 10:30 a.m.
Preaching Service 10:30 a. m.
A gospel team composed of Fred
Young People's Service 6:30 p.m. MacKenzie and Clarence Musseir went
Mr. George Breaden will give a ster- to Liberty Center February 27 and
eoptican lecture on Arabia and Pal
estine during the last half of the
Young People's meeting and the firtst
half of the evening service which be
gins at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. John Chappell, Pastor.

George Lee, Shiloh and Grant St.
M. E., Hartford City. March 1, a. m.,
Acts 16:30; p.m., Robert Annand
J closed revival, Proverbs 29:1; Febru| ary 26, Male Quartet: MacKenzie,
Griffith, Musser, and Dennis sang in
evening service.
United Brethren:
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
M. M. A. ELECTS OFFICERS
Church service, 10:30 a. m.
ZION CHURCH
Oral Duckworth will speak on
The meeting of the Men's Minister
Acts 4:12.
Kenneth E. Maynard, Zion M. E., ial Association was opened by prayer,
Young People's Service 6:30 p. m.
Pastor for four years. March 1, 11:00 after which a letter from our sponsor,
Preaching Service 7:30 p. m.
a. m., Robert Eaker given a local Dr. Shute, was read by the president.
Russell Hawkes, Pastor.
preacher license and preached on John It was a letter of thanks to the As Methodist Episcopal:
sociation for their remembrance of
Sunday School 9:30 a. m.
12:32. Gospel team from Taylor: Jimhim during his illness.
Preaching Service 10:30 a.m.
mie Lohnes preached from Romans
The following officers were elected
(Leota Miller will bring special
8:18; Willard Marstellar and Dwight for the Spring Term:
vocal music.)
President, Oral Duckworth
Huntington sang a duet. March 8, Ju
Epworth League 6:30 p. m.
Vice President, Fred Vincent
bilee Sunday; Finanoial Report com
Preaching Service 7:30 p. m.
Secretary-Treasurer, Ivan Hodges
(The College String Quartette,
plete; 2:30 p.m., Young People's deChorister, Charles Clifton
Robert Eaker, Richard Terry,
voitional hour followed by services to
Reporter, Clyde H. Snell
Hoover Picklesimer, and Mar
Shut-Ins.
Auditors, A. Campion, H. Bauer.
garet Bourquard, will play.)

DAILY CHAPEL

sang in Mir. Mason Buckner's church.
Buckner was a student at Taylor last
year. MacKenzie, Buckner and Mus
ser formed a vocal trio to Buckner's
guitar accompaniment. On Sunday,
March 1, Dale Russell went over to
lend his services with his guitar and
voice.

made frequently: "Taylor's best ad
vertisement is its students." Music
faculty members have given a great
deal of time to the preparation of
these living advertisements, and have
felt well repaid in the results achieved.
The constant demand for return en
gagements bespeaks the satisfaction
of the people.
The Oameo Quartette, composed
of the Misses Grace Hill, Mary Rice,
Louise Fox and Bernice Kendall, w-ith,
Irene Reeder as accompanist, will
broadcast an hour's program over
WJAK, Marion, Thursday evening at
7:30 to 8:30, March 5.
Beginning with Thursday evening,
March 19, Taylor University will have
a regular half hour broadcast, 9:00
to 9:30 P. M. over station WLBC,
Muncie, Indiana. This broadcast will
continue every Thursday evening un
til June.

Any T. U. Hash?
WJAK broadcasts what is known as
Poetic Hash, each Tuesday from 7 to
7:15 P. M.
The reader, Miss L. V. Perdine, has
requested poems from the Taylor Uni
versity Quill Club, for use in this hour.
Those listening in may hear them
from week to week.

INSURANCE SERVICE THAT
SATISFIES

Wm. S. CLARK
DENTIST

FACULTY

Get your ice cream and
refreshments here and run
them through your account
in the office.

The Orange Lantern
DENTIST

Dr. CHAS. W. BECK
X-RAY
Office over the Bank

Phone 331

Upland, Ind.

HARTFORD CITY

SOLICITS YOUR
PATRONAGE
i^5

r-

Club end Society Printing
SAVE time and money by
having your programs, invita
tions, etc. printed by us. Special
combinations of paper and ink
for class colors, if not carried in
stock, require three full days
notice.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY PRESS
Post Office Building

Upland Regal Store
GROCERIES, MEATS AND
PRODUCE
Trade Here and Save $$$$$
Phone 61
L. E. Hiatt, Prop.

You Always Need
STATIONERY
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR

Upland State Bank

COUNTER DISPLAY?

CAPITAL $25,000.00

GET YOUR SUPPLY DURING
THIS EXTRAORDINARY

Surplus and Profit $8,000.00

Sale

Wm. P. FUTRELL, Pres.
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Upland, Indiana

James Rhine, Mgr.

NO CUT IN OUR PRICES
WE WILL NOT LOWER PRICES AND
SACRIFICE QUALITY
We Cannot Reduce Rates and Continue Our Policy of
Unlimited Credit

You Can Rely on Us for Prompt Service
MODERN DRY CLEANING CO.
STUART & BOURQUARD

::

FOX & WOLFE
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PHILO MEN RETAIN
BASKETBALL TROPHY
BOURQUARD INJURED WHILE
FIGHTING FOR BLUE & WHITE
An eager crowd assembled In the
gym last Friday night to await the
results of tihe third game of the ser
ies—would at mean championship for
the Philos or a victory for the Thalos ?
On the first tip-off Howard got the
ball and made a long shot. Everyone
held his breath because Art can roll
them in when he once gets wound up,
but he missed this one. The ball soon
got into the Philos' hands and the
score keeper was kept busy. Both
•teams played hard, but the Philos
were not threatened at any point of
the game. The Thalos were handicap
ped by not having Stuart in play, as
the score indicated. A stiff-neck kept
him out of the game. The Philo men
were in excellent condition and played
circles around the Thalos. There were
two injuries during the game. Coldiron
got his ankle hurt and was forced to
leave the floor; Bourquard was injured
during the first quarter, but no one
knew it until he suddenly left the
floor during the last half of the game.
Amid excitement and confusion the
doctor was summoned and Kenny
managed to find a fifth man to com
plete bis squad. The battle continued
and, even though the Thalos knew
they were whipped they fought to
the very last.
First Half
The Thalos got the ball on the first
tip-off and Art missed his shot. Cleo
made a peach of a long shot which
made the Philos howl. Bush passed to
Alex under the basket and the Philos
got two more points. Breen decided
not to be outdone so he rolled in two
baskets of his own. At that time the
Thalos decided to call time-out. Cy,
who had been playing a good game all
along, made a pretty shot from the
side. Things began to look brighter
for the Thalos. The first quarter end
ed 11-3. The second quarter showed
some slick pass work' on both sides,
but the Thalos were unlucky with
most of their shots, i. e., when they
tried to shoot. However, Cy sunk an
other basket which was the only one
the Thalos made during the second
quarter, outside of a foul shot which
Art made. Cleo certainly played a
keen game; he did all o'f the scoring
during the second quarter and ended
the first half at 20-6.

Confidence Of The
Thalo Girls Rises
As They Win Again
Was it chance or Spaude's psychol
ogy that determined the Black and
Orange triumph over the Blue and
White in the third girls' game of the
Inter-Society series.
The Thalo line up was the same but
the Philo line up was changed, Verena Johnson appearing in "Bernie's"
place.
First Half
The first quarter went by so quickly
that When the whistle blew evten the
referee thought it wais a foul. "Derb"
missed several personal foul shots.
"Lack of concentration." "Maggie and
Marg keep up a watchful defense."
Hazel flashed a little speed and kept
"Lukie" from making her usual unique
passes. Once, however, "Lukie" cov
ered the floor in time to break up a
perfectly good dribble by Angie.
Second Half
In the first few minutes of acceler
ated action iin the second half, Hazel
got the tip-off at center. She fumbled
and lost the ball in mid-air to Angde
and Florence. They fumbled and bat
ted it back to Hazel, hitting her in
the face but this time it stuck with
her. In the middle of a long pass the
whistle blew. Another game listed for
the Thalos—10 bo 7.
Girls' Game
Thalos
*
Fi. G. F.G. T. P.
Gilmore, f
0
3
3
Derby, f
3
17
Ockenga, c
Simons, sc
Witner, g
Drake, g

Philos
Kendall, f
Kendall, f
Waite, f
Hazelton, c
Lucas, sc
Poling, g
Wolfe, g

TAYLOR READER PLEASES

"ENGAGED"

"We surely enjoyed your program
from station WOWO. Would appre
ciate your letting us know when you
are on the air again as your programs
are too good to miss."
"I was impressed with your poem,
"The Tapestry Weaver", and would
like to have a copy of same. I hope
your travels will some day lead you in
this part of God's vineyard."
The above are quotations taken
from letters from North Carolina and
Louisiana, commenting on the pro
gram given by Mr. Leroy H. Jones
over WOWO a few Sundays ago.
Mr. Jones will appear before the
Parent-Teachers Association at Win
chester, Indiana, on March 9.

"Engaged" usually implies a rela
tion existing between two people, male
and female. However this is not an
announcement. This engagement in
volved the entire Senior Class. At a
recent Senior meeting the class was
engaged in choosing a Commencement
invitation. Finally amid a round of
comments, they agreed on one that is
both unique and up-to-date. The time
steadily draws nearer when each mem
ber of the class will be engaged in
sending them. Cheer up, Freshmen,
your time is coming.

FOR LITERARY SOCIETIES

George Breaden, Missionary
PREPARES TO CONTINUE
MISSION WORK IN ARABIA
Mr. George Breaden, a returned
missionairy from Arabia, and a mem
ber of the Senior Class, has a pastor
ate "at Greenville, Ohio.
His furlough ends this coming fall,
at Which time he will return to Arabia
taking his wife and three children
with him.

All who attended the joint program
of the Philos and Thalos Saturday,
evening heard one of the best pro
grams ever given at Taylor. The Cam
eo Quartette was certainly a dream.
They seemed to float on and off the
stage in their fairy-like gowns. Of
the four songs the Snow Song was
most real. In the reading "The For
tune Hunter," Professor Pogue gave
us a simply wonderful time, besides
giving us a desire to be fortune hunt
ers for the best things in life. The
encore gave a final personal touch to
the program we would not have missed
for anything. Some of us fellows who
didn't have S. P.'s certainly sympa
thized with the poor hoirse.

Our Business Is To Tmprove
Your Appearance
WHITAKER BEAUTY SHOP
Graduate Operator Open Ev'ngs
109 S. Jefferson St., Hartf'd City

Dr. Emil Faris
Optometrist
504-505 Marion Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Eyes Examined And
Glasses Fitted

Try Ow Sunday
Special Dinners

Keever's Cafe

FINE SHOE
REPAIRING
Best

Materials

"Ben Bradford"
NOTICE
TO STUDENTS

Second Team Men
To Play Friday

I have opened a new men's
furnishings store in Upland

1925, tells of his work in India. He is
having success in his work.

TRADE AT

Mary Edith Miller, class of 1930,
is doing Graduate work 'in the Uni
versity of Michigan this semester.

W. W. AYRES, M.D.
Physician & Surgeon

OFFICE HOURS
11 to 12; 1 to 4; 7 to 8
Sun. and Wed. by appointment
214 N. High St., Hartford Ctiy

Mr. Bishop Speaks

Lucile Reynolds, Class of 1930, is
The professor who insists on hum a house mother in the St. Christina
ming "Home, Sweet Home" during a School, Cooperstown, N. Y. Edith
final exam period should lose a whole Graff, class of 1929, is teaching in
this same school.
day's wages.

Facts rush in where fiction fears to'
tread.

PROFESSOR POGUE READS

3
4
10
Fi. G. F.G. T. P.

Friday night will bring forth some
hidden basketball material as the sec
Second Half
The Thalos came in full of pep and ond teams enter into the first game
fight, but fate was against them as j of their tournament. If anyone thinks
it had seemed to be all evening. that the second teams cannot play
Ralph felt sorry for 'them so he very basketball, just be there Friday night
nobly gave the ball to Norton. Cleo | and see for yourself. Any one who
did some more spectacular playing [ did not play more than one quarter
and sunk two more baskets, but soon j in the first tournament is able to play
the story changed and Spaude dropped in the second -team tournament.
The Phlilo-Thalo girls first
teams
a beautiful long shot. The third quart
er ended 26-8. One of the outstanding | will also clash again Friday evening.
features of the last quarter was that This game will more than likely be
Ralph made 3 points. The last few j the hardest and fastest of the girls'
minutes were more of a jumble than I tournament. .
a basket ball game. Alex left the
floor, leaving only four players. Ken
ny was beside himself, not knowing
Whether to look after Alex or get a
Already the faculty and 'student
fifth
player. But finally
things body are satisfied that the new gym
straightened out and the game ended nasium is a great success. There is a
36-10 in favor of the Philos.
greater interest taken in intersociety
games. Both the floor and balcony have
been filled at the games. The clean
Bovs' Game
playing and the good spirit between
Fi. G. F.G. T. P. the teams has been the most encour
Philos
Bourquard, f
2
2
6 aging feature. Students, faculty, and
2
20 campus boys are making good use of
Skelton, f
9
Morehouse, f
0
0 the hours the gym is open. The dress
0
Breen, c
2
1
5 ing rooms and office will soon be
2 floored.
Bush, g
1
0
1"
1
3
Dodge, g
The steps will have the treads and
Musselman, g
0
0
0 landing cemented. It is expected that
the cement for the swimming pool will
36 be run this summer and the floor put
14
8
in for the hand ball courts in the
Fi. G. F. G. T. P. basement. Many other improvements
Thalos
4 will depend upon finances.
2
0
Hammer, f
0
0
0
Coldiron, f
0
0
Sparks, f
0
A personification of innocence is
5
3
1
Spaude, c
the faculty taking up a collection or
1
1
0
Howard, g
o passing around an announcement at
0
Norton, g
0
chapel.
10
4
3

It's a wonder the government doesn't
tax our imagination.

t
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The
University Grocery

BOUGHT AT THE NEW
PRICES IN ORDER TO MEET
THE MOST DRASTIC PRICE
CUTTING. COME IN AND BE
CONVINCED.

for candies, nuts, fruits,
groceries, simple remedies
and notions

REED'S TOGGERY

—CARL REED

UPLAND, INDIANA

NEW PRICES

! SUITS, PLAIN DRESSES, .75
.20
j SUITS PRESSED
j TROUSERS PRESSED
.20

|
)
j

All New
Merchandise

A GOOD PLACE TO STUDY

QUALITY

CLEANERS
Dodge and Musselman
Kendall and Lucas

On the highest spot along the Pennsylvania line between Chicago
and Columbus. Away from the rush of the city. An atmosphere of
moral earnestness, where aimless drones feel lonesome. Standard
college with A-rating in Indiana, with schools of Music and Expres
sion. The students receive the personal attention of experienced
Christian professors.

THE BROWN LAUNDRY CO.
Marion's Great Cleaning Plant

A Field of Investment

FELT HATS CLEANED AND
BLOCKED 75c
LAUNDERERS—
Shirts, Collars, Underwear,
Sox,
Handkerchiefs,
Ladies'
Wear, Comforts, Blankets, Cur
tains, Dry Wash, Rough Dry
Wash, Rugs, etc.

In the name of the Good Will Endowment Taylor is now seeking
gifts, bequests and wills, in order that its service may be extended.
The young people on the campus have a purpose to serve, and many
have clear calls to a work for which they are preparing. They rep
resent the best of talent, but are often limited in means. An invest
ment in the Good Will Endowment will bear fruit in returns of
character and service more valuable than gold.

DRY CLEANERS—
Suits,
Overcoats, Dresses,
Skirts, Waists, Gloves, Hats,
Neckties, Draperies, Furs, Caps,
Sweaters.

For information about Taylor University, or in submitting names
of prospective students, write
President John Paul,

SUITS AND OVERCOATS
STEAM PRESSED

Upland, Indiana.

V.

